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TOP CONTRIBUTORS
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@daredaramoye
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@AbimbolaKings
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@AbimbolaKings

MOST RETWEETED TWEETS

1. Aladejare Abimbola @AbimbolaKings
   Do u also know that Type I (clitoridectomy) and type II (excision), is most practiced in Nigeria #endcuttinggirls @UNFPA @UNICEF

2. Aladejare Abimbola @AbimbolaKings
   @TBNigeria1 #endcuttinggirls Yes we need to popularize this law in our sphere of influence each &advocate 4 State govt 2 enact Same @UNICEF

3. Michael A OLANIYAN @TheCoachMYKE
   @AbimbolaKings Thank you Together we shall #endcuttinggirls in this generation @endcuttinggirls @lagosideasweek @k_sinuola @AdebolaAgbaje
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TWEETS TIMELINE

Aug 4, 2016 at 6:30pm UTC

@mo5rooj @rayvocate: Join @comfortmomoh on Monday for the #endcuttinggirls maratweet as we discuss women's medical future and FGM https://t.co/N2…

Aug 4, 2016 at 6:30pm UTC

@mo5rooj @AbimbolaKings: @MbamOnyii @rayvocate That is why as young people we have 2 TAKE A STAND AGAINST FGM/C ANYWHERE, ANYTIME #endcuttinggirls

Okorie Victoria @OkorieVictoria4

So many demerits of FGM/C. #endcuttinggirls twitter.com/endcuttinggirl…

Okorie Victoria @OkorieVictoria4

RT @TheCoachMYKE: @AbimbolaKings Thank you Together we shall #endcuttinggirls in this generation @endcuttinggirls @agosideasweek @k_sinu…

Aug 4, 2016 at 6:30pm UTC

@mo5rooj @AbimbolaKings: @MbamOnyii You’re so right @onyi. Many girls died as a result but it was attributed to CHILD DOGGED WITCH. A woman confirm…

Aug 4, 2016 at 6:30pm UTC

@mo5rooj @AbimbolaKings: Health Implicatn #3: Trauma: Girls are held down often against their will and may not understand why. #endcuttinggirls @…

Aug 4, 2016 at 6:30pm UTC

@mo5rooj @AbimbolaKings: Health Implcatn of FGM/C on Girls #2: Serious bleeding #endcuttinggirls #3 Infection frm wound. Girls can get fever, s…

Aug 4, 2016 at 6:30pm UTC

@mo5rooj @AbimbolaKings: Now 2d health effect of FGM/C on girls: Severe pain. Girls usually don’t get any pain medicine b4 or afta they’re cut. #…

Okorie Victoria @OkorieVictoria4

RT @TheCoachMYKE: @AbimbolaKings Thank you Together we shall #endcuttinggirls in this generation @endcuttinggirls @agosideasweek @k_sinu…

Okorie Victoria @OkorieVictoria4

RT @TheCoachMYKE: @AbimbolaKings Thank you Together we shall #endcuttinggirls in this generation @endcuttinggirls @agosideasweek @k_sinu…

Okorie Victoria @OkorieVictoria4

RT @TheCoachMYKE: @AbimbolaKings Thank you Together we shall #endcuttinggirls in this generation @endcuttinggirls @agosideasweek @k_sinu…

Aug 4, 2016 at 6:30pm UTC

@mo5rooj @AbimbolaKings: @MbamOnyii Then u have an advantage of govt support, u nid 2make noise abt d law against FGM&mobilize youth be interest…

Aug 4, 2016 at 6:30pm UTC

@mo5rooj @AbimbolaKings: Health Implicatn #3: Trauma: Girls are held down often against their will and may not understand why. #endcuttinggirls @…

Okorie Victoria @OkorieVictoria4

RT @TheCoachMYKE: @AbimbolaKings Thank you Together we shall #endcuttinggirls in this generation @endcuttinggirls @agosideasweek @k_sinu…

Okorie Victoria @OkorieVictoria4

RT @TheCoachMYKE: @AbimbolaKings Thank you Together we shall #endcuttinggirls in this generation @endcuttinggirls @agosideasweek @k_sinu…

Aug 4, 2016 at 6:30pm UTC

@mo5rooj @AbimbolaKings: Health Implicatn #3: Trauma: Girls are held down often against their will and may not understand why. #endcuttinggirls @…

Okorie Victoria @OkorieVictoria4

RT @TheCoachMYKE: @AbimbolaKings Thank you Together we shall #endcuttinggirls in this generation @endcuttinggirls @agosideasweek @k_sinu…

Okorie Victoria @OkorieVictoria4

RT @TheCoachMYKE: @AbimbolaKings Thank you Together we shall #endcuttinggirls in this generation @endcuttinggirls @agosideasweek @k_sinu…
Aug 4, 2016 at 6:20pm UTC

Felix Enisire @felxfames
RT @daredaramoye: Kudos! @AbimbolaKings Signing Out... @endcuttinggirls #endcuttinggirls twitter.com/AbimbolaKings/...

Felix Enisire @felxfames
RT @endcuttinggirls: @AbimbolaKings thanks for educating us tonight on health and #EndFGM #endcuttinggirls very engaging 2hours.

Felix Enisire @felxfames
RT @daredaramoye: 20. They will have to be brave! @AbimbolaKings @endcuttinggirls twitter.com/AbimbolaKings/...

Felix Enisire @felxfames
RT @daredaramoye: This what baffles me! PROFESSOR OF CUTTING? Abi... @AbimbolaKings @endcuttinggirls @ekitistategov #endcuttinggirls http...

Felix Enisire @felxfames
RT @daredaramoye: Its so pathetic. Ekiti pple are known to be learned @ekitistategov @AbimbolaKings @endcuttinggirls #endcuttinggirls htt...

Felix Enisire @felxfames
RT @AbimbolaKings: UNFPA/UNICEF Survey 2015 show that level of educatn does not affect FGM/c practice #endcuttinggirls #EkitiState https://...

Felix Enisire @felxfames
RT @AbimbolaKings: @TBINigeria1 #endcuttinggirls..... we are d state with the highest # OF PROFESSORS.

EndFGM/C @endcuttinggirls
@AbimbolaKings thanks for educating us tonight on health and #EndFGM #endcuttinggirls very engaging 2hours.

Felix Enisire @felxfames
RT @AbimbolaKings: @TBINigeria1 #endcuttinggirls It is funny cos Ekiti State where I come frm has d 2nd highest prevalenc of FGM in Nig & w...

Felix Enisire @felxfames
RT @TheCoachMYKE: @AbimbolaKings Thank you Together we shall #endcuttinggirls in this generation @endcuttinggirls @lagosideasweek @k_sinu...

Felix Enisire @felxfames
RT @TBINigeria1: 19. What a Nation! With our level of literacy... @endcuttinggirls @AbimbolaKings #endcuttinggirls... https://t.co/hvy6Bp1o...
Aug 4, 2016 at 6:10pm UTC

Felxfame Enisire @felxfames
RT @dareadaramoye: 19. What a Nation! With our level of literacy... @endcuttinggirls @AbimbolaKings #endcuttinggirls
https://t.co/WIJHdQsS...

Aug 4, 2016 at 6:05pm UTC

Felxfame Enisire @felxfames
RT @AbimbolaKings: @TBINigeria1 #endcuttinggirls Yes we need to popularize this law in our sphere of influence each & advocate 4 State gov...

Aug 4, 2016 at 6:00pm UTC

Felxfame Enisire @felxfames
RT @AbimbolaKings: @Micheal @TheCoachMYKE welcome on board. #endcuttinggirls

Aug 4, 2016 at 6:00pm UTC

Felxfame Enisire @felxfames
RT @AbimbolaKings: Please help me, is there any question i am not responding to #endcuttinggirls @rayokpani @SanEndFGM @oyid2k #endcutting...

Aug 4, 2016 at 6:00pm UTC

Felxfame Enisire @felxfames
RT @AbimbolaKings: Do u also know that Type I (clitoridectomy) and type II (excision), is most practiced in Nigeria #endcuttinggirls @UN...

Aug 4, 2016 at 6:00pm UTC

OluSeun Esan @OluseunEsan17
RT @AbimbolaKings: FGM/C has NO benefit to girls & women. #endcuttinggirls @UNICEF @UNFPA_Nigeria @OluseunEsan17 @rayokpani @rayvocate @OgdiE...

Aug 4, 2016 at 6:10pm UTC

AsiwajuDareAdaramoye @dareadaramoye
20. They will have to be brave! @AbimbolaKings #endcuttinggirls
#endcuttinggirls twitter.com/AbimbolaKings/...

Aug 4, 2016 at 6:05pm UTC

Aladejare Abimbola @AbimbolaKings
@Femijoss, Survivors need 2 accept dat d deed is done & seek medical help @d notice of any sign of FGM implicatn. #endcuttinggirls @NIGAWD

Aug 4, 2016 at 6:05pm UTC

Mama Sylla @MamaSylla5
RT @AbimbolaKings: @MbamOnyii You’re so right @onyi... Many girls died as a result but it was attributed to CHILD DOGGED WITCH. A woman confirm...

Aug 4, 2016 at 6:05pm UTC

TBI Nigeria @TBINigeria1
WOW! So what does? @AbimbolaKings #endcuttinggirls twitter.com/AbimbolaKings/... fb.me/7Rg79Ca9y

Aug 4, 2016 at 6:05pm UTC

AsiwajuDareAdaramoye @dareadaramoye
WOW! So what does? @AbimbolaKings #endcuttinggirls twitter.com/AbimbolaKings/...

Aug 4, 2016 at 6:05pm UTC

TBI Nigeria @TBINigeria1
Retweeted Aladejare Abimbola (@AbimbolaKings) @TBINigeria1 #endcuttinggirls It is funny cos Ekiti State where L... fb.me/15WjarzQ5

Aug 4, 2016 at 6:05pm UTC

AsiwajuDareAdaramoye @dareadaramoye
RT @AbimbolaKings @TBINigeria1 #endcuttinggirls It is funny cos Ekiti State where I come frm has the 2nd highest prevalence of FGM in Nig & w...

Aug 4, 2016 at 6:05pm UTC

AsiwajuDareAdaramoye @dareadaramoye
This what baffles me! PROFESSOR OF CUTTING? Abi... @AbimbolaKings @endcuttinggirls @ekistategov #endcuttinggirls twitter.com/AbimbolaKings/...

Aug 4, 2016 at 6:05pm UTC

AsiwajuDareAdaramoye @dareadaramoye
Its so pathetic, Ekiti people are known to be learned @ekistategov @AbimbolaKings @endcuttinggirls #endcuttinggirls
UNFPA/UNICEF Survey 2015 show that level of educatn does not affect FGM/c practice

AsiwajuDareAdaramoye @dareadaramoye
Same here o! The conference dey sweet my body... @endcuttinggirls @AbimbolaKings @FemiJoss #endcuttinggirls

twitter.com/AbimbolaKings/status/765519232600103168

Aladejare Abimbola @AbimbolaKings
It is funny cos Ekiti State where I come frm has d 2nd highest prevalenc of FGM in Nig & we are d state wit...

twitter.com/AbimbolaKings/status/765519173026544897

Michael A OLANIYAN @TheCoachMYKE
RT @AbimbolaKings: Do u also know that Type I (clitoridectomy) and type II (excision), is most practiced in Nigeria #endcuttinggirls @UN...

twitter.com/AbimbolaKings/status/765518226567751680

Michael A OLANIYAN @TheCoachMYKE
RT @AbimbolaKings: The pain can only be imagined. especially for cultures that cut grown up girls as rite of passage #endcuttinggirls https...

twitter.com/AbimbolaKings/status/765518195061048064

Michael A OLANIYAN @TheCoachMYKE
RT @AbimbolaKings: I will like to take questions now. Though I still v health implicatns to share. #endcuttinggirls @NGAWD @GdnEndFGM
Aug 4, 2016 at 5:50pm UTC

Michael A OLANIYAN @TheCoachMYKE
RT @AbimbolaKings: Longterm HI #3: Menstrual problems e.g. painful menstruation, difficulty in passing menstrual blood etc. #endcuttinggirls...

Michael A OLANIYAN @TheCoachMYKE
RT @TBNigeria1: 16. Awhh! Can't imagine the pain that comes with this... @endcuttinggirls @AbimbolaKings #endcuttinggirls... https://t.co/...

Aladejare Abimbola @AbimbolaKings
@TBNigeria1 #endcuttinggirls Yes we need to popularize this law in our sphere of influence each & advocate 4 State govt 2 enact Same @UNICEF

Michael A OLANIYAN @TheCoachMYKE
RT @AbimbolaKings: Long term health Implicatn #1: Urinary problems painful urination, urinary tract infections #endcuttinggirls @GdnEndFGM,...

Michael A OLANIYAN @TheCoachMYKE
RT @AbimbolaKings: Health Implicatn #5: Girls are exposed 2 Tetanus & other infectious diseases, such as HIV, from unsterilized cutting tools...

Michael A OLANIYAN @TheCoachMYKE
RT @AbimbolaKings: Health Implicatn #4: Problems going 2d bathroom, including burning and pain after cutting, this can cause Urinary Infection...

Michael A OLANIYAN @TheCoachMYKE
RT @AbimbolaKings: MbamOnyii You're so right @onyi. Many girls died as a result but it was attributed to CHILD DOGGED WITCH. A woman confirm...

Michael A OLANIYAN @TheCoachMYKE
RT @AbimbolaKings: Health Implicatn #3: Trauma: Girls are held down often against their will and may not understand why. #endcuttinggirls @...

Michael A OLANIYAN @TheCoachMYKE
RT @AbimbolaKings: MamaSylla5 Then u have an advantage of govt support, u nid 2 make noise abt d law against FGM & mobilize youth be interest...

Aladejare Abimbola @AbimbolaKings
@Micheal @TheCoachMYKE welcome on board. #endcuttinggirls

Michael A OLANIYAN @TheCoachMYKE
RT @TijeroAm: @TheMissingMaps Could you map FGM? #endcuttinggirls #endFGM #mutilationgenitalesfeminines https://t.co/yGSoOsetE2V

Michael A OLANIYAN @TheCoachMYKE
RT @AbimbolaKings: Health Implicatn of FGM/C on Girls #2: Serious bleeding #endcuttinggirls #3 Infection frm wound. Girls can get fever, s...

Michael A OLANIYAN @TheCoachMYKE
RT @AbimbolaKings: Now 2d health effect of FGM/C on girls: Severe pain. Girls usually don't get any pain medicine b4 or afta they're cut. #...
Aug 4, 2016 at 5:45pm UTC

worldwide are Nigerians (NPopC 2014). #endcuttinggirls
@cydi2k @rayokpani …

Michael A OLANIYAN @TheCoachMYKE
RT @AbimbolaKings: Globally, 125 million women and girls have undergone FGM/C and over 3 million more are at risk yearly #endcuttinggirls…

Michael A OLANIYAN @TheCoachMYKE
RT @AbimbolaKings: 200 million girls & women alive are cut in 30 countries in Africa, the Middle East & Asia where FGM is concentrated. @cydi2k…

Michael A OLANIYAN @TheCoachMYKE
RT @AbimbolaKings: 200 million girls & women alive are cut in 30 countries in Africa, the Middle East & Asia where FGM is concentrated. @cydi2k…

Michael A OLANIYAN @TheCoachMYKE
RT @AbimbolaKings: FGM/C among girls & women aged 15-49 years in Nigeria is 27% prevalence & 19% of girls 15-19 have undergone FGM/C in Nigeria (MICS 201…

Michael A OLANIYAN @TheCoachMYKE
RT @AbimbolaKings: FGM/C procedures intentionally alter or cause injury to the female genital organs for non-medical reasons. #endcuttinggirls…

Michael A OLANIYAN @TheCoachMYKE
RT @AbimbolaKings: FGM/C has NO benefit to girls & women. #endcuttinggirls
@UNICEF @UNFPANigeria @OluseunEsan17 @rayokpani @rayvocate @GdnEndFGM @cydi2k

Aug 4, 2016 at 5:45pm UTC

Michael A OLANIYAN @TheCoachMYKE
RT @AbimbolaKings: FGM/C has NO benefit to girls & women. #endcuttinggirls @UNICEF @UNFPANigeria @OluseunEsan17 @rayokpani @rayvocate @GdnEndFGM @cydi2k

Michael A OLANIYAN @TheCoachMYKE
RT @AbimbolaKings: FGM/C among girls & women aged 15-49 years in Nigeria is 27% prevalence & 19% of girls 15-19 have undergone FGM/C in Nigeria (MICS 201…

Michael A OLANIYAN @TheCoachMYKE
RT @AbimbolaKings: FGM/C procedures intentionally alter or cause injury to the female genital organs for non-medical reasons. #endcuttinggirls…

Michael A OLANIYAN @TheCoachMYKE
RT @AbimbolaKings: There are 4 types of FGM/C. TYPE I-IV all of which is harmful to girls & women health. Most practiced in Nigeria is TYPE I & II #endcuttinggirls

Aug 4, 2016 at 5:45pm UTC

Aladejare Abimbola @AbimbolaKings
Please help me. Is there any question i am not responding to to #endcuttinggirls @rayokpani @GdnEndFGM @cydi2k @endcuttinggirls

Michael A OLANIYAN @TheCoachMYKE
RT @AbimbolaKings: I will like to start this with FGM/C is: Partial or total removal / massaging of female external genitalia for non-medical reasons…

Aladejare Abimbola @AbimbolaKings
Please help me. Is there any question I am not responding to to #endcuttinggirls @rayokpani @GdnEndFGM @cydi2k @endcuttinggirls

Michael A OLANIYAN @TheCoachMYKE
RT @AbimbolaKings: I will like to start this with FGM/C is: Partial or total removal / massaging of female external genitalia for non-medical reasons…

Aladejare Abimbola @AbimbolaKings
Please help me. Is there any question I am not responding to to #endcuttinggirls @rayokpani @GdnEndFGM @cydi2k @endcuttinggirls

Michael A OLANIYAN @TheCoachMYKE
RT @AbimbolaKings: I will like to start this with FGM/C is: Partial or total removal / massaging of female external genitalia for non-medical reasons…

Michael A OLANIYAN @TheCoachMYKE
RT @AbimbolaKings: I will like to start this with FGM/C is: Partial or total removal / massaging of female external genitalia for non-medical reasons…

Aladejare Abimbola @AbimbolaKings
Please help me. Is there any question I am not responding to to #endcuttinggirls @rayokpani @GdnEndFGM @cydi2k @endcuttinggirls

Michael A OLANIYAN @TheCoachMYKE
RT @AbimbolaKings: I think that it is necessary to precisely define your rendez-vous! CAT is ±2? #endcuttinggirls https://t…

Michael A OLANIYAN @TheCoachMYKE
RT @AbimbolaKings: It is time again for us to talk about Female Genital Mutilation/Cutting...topic is FGM/C & girls health & @AbimbolaKings is ur hos…

Aladejare Abimbola @AbimbolaKings
Do u also know that Type I (clitoridectomy) and Type II (excision), is most practiced in Nigeria #endcuttinggirls @UNICEF @UNFPANigeria

Michael A OLANIYAN @TheCoachMYKE
RT @AbimbolaKings: I will like to start this with FGM/C is: Partial or total removal / massaging of female external genitalia for non-medical reasons…

Aladejare Abimbola @AbimbolaKings
Do u also know that Type I (clitoridectomy) and Type II (excision), is most practiced in Nigeria #endcuttinggirls @UNICEF @UNFPANigeria @AbimbolaKings

onyii mbam @MbamOnyii
RT @TBINigeria1: then we all must join hand to ensure that this law stands! @AbimbolaKings @endcuttinggirls #endcuttinggirls…

https://t.c…
then we all must join hand to ensure that this law stands! @AbimbolaKings @endcuttinggirls 

Menstrual retention leading to stomach bloating is also a menstrual health concern related to...

AsiwajuDareAdaramoye @dareadaramoye then we all must join hand to ensure that this law stands! @AbimbolaKings @endcuttinggirls twitter.com/AbimbolaKings/

Raymond Okpani @rayokpani
RT @AbimbolaKings: Long term health Implicatn #1: Urinary problems painful urination, urinary tract infections #endcuttinggirls @GdnEndFGM...

EndFGM/C @endcuttinggirls
RT @ekoli_anthonia: @AbimbolaKings Can you highlight some specific health issues survivors of FGM are likely to deal with? Short and long t...

Raymond Okpani @rayokpani
RT @MamaSylla5 Thank you as it takes our collective effort to #endcuttinggirls in dis generatn @GdnEndFGM @UNFPA...

Aladejare Abimbola @AbimbolaKings
RT @endcuttinggirls: @AbimbolaKings @NIGAWD @GdnEndFGM Please share on... #endcuttinggirls #endFGM

Raymond Okpani @rayokpani
RT @cyd2k: Retweeted Aladejare Abimbola (@AbimbolaKings): FGM/C has NO benefit to girls &women. #endcuttinggirls @UNICEF... https://t.co/...

Mama Sylla @MamaSylla5
RT @AbimbolaKings: @MamaSylla5 Then u have an advantage of govt support, u nid 2make noise abt d law against FGM&mobilize youth be interest...

Aug 4, 2016 at 5:40pm UTC

Aladejare Abimbola @AbimbolaKings
@TBNigeria1 #endcuttinggirls Yes.FGM, a violation of Human right Dat is y am glad d Violence Against Persons prohibitn law 2015 says No 2it

Aug 4, 2016 at 5:38pm UTC